









                                     TRANSFORMERS: The Artifact



          Sunlight began to pour through the clouds finally, the two suns providing more than enough illumination to reveal the large, rocky valley below, it’s crooked rocky surface and high cliffs as impressive as any other day. The valley’s sparse vegetation seemed a little out of place amongst the dirt and rubble, but not nearly as out of place as the tall metallic form that stood in the valley’s bottom, the sunlight reflecting off of him. He had been on this world for quite some time, but had just found this valley recently and wanted to explore it.
         Mirage just stood there and took in the dual suns and the light they brought to the surface, glinting off him, and defining the small patches of battle damage he had suffered over the years. He preferred to be alone at this time, not wanting to get involved in any conflicts anymore. Mirage was more than happy to find a far off uninhabited world and explore it, simply enjoying the peace of it all. He started to trudge through the thick, dry dirt of the valley floor, using his optics to scan the odd boulder or plant for a compositional readout. 
         As he continued his trek through the valley, his optical sensors chirped, finding two small sources of heat just ahead. Mirage walked up to the spot where the sensors said the heat sources were, and knelt down to move some dirt around. He didn’t have to dig much, as the first item began to rise out of the ground. To his confusion, it was a robotic arm much like
his, but a different colour.
        His optical sensors scanned it, and told him it was Cybertronian in origin. He wondered for a moment how it got there before getting up and walking a few steps to the next item. Pushing some more dirt around, he dug a little more to reveal something that instantly baffled him, and was not even remotely possible. Pulling it out of the dirt, he now held a darkened Autobot
Matrix of Leadership. 
       “This isn’t possible.” he remarked out loud. 
        The Matrix had been used centuries ago during Unicron’s assault on Cybertron, destroying
the threat, and the shell of the matrix in the process.
       “There is no record of any temporal distortions when Unicron was destroyed.” Mirage said out loud. Not knowing what else to do, he decided to keep the scanning to valley to see what else he could find that could help him understand this dilemma. Thinking back to the battle while scanning, he was aware of the fact that when Unicron exploded, debris (and Galvatron) were
hurled far from the explosion and surrounding space. But to his knowledge, no debris had ever been found this far away.     
         As the cycles passed, all he found was a large chunk of Unicron’s outer armour, a leg from a Decepticon Seeker, and wreckage of an old deep space probe whose technology was unfamiliar. Mirage had since rigged a sling for the Matrix and was carrying it on his person for the time being, unsure what to do with the artifact at the moment. He stopped for a moment and looked at the Matrix, it’s centre blackened, with no colour at all, the handles carbon scored
from the explosion of Unicron no doubt.
        “Do I return it to Cybertron and give it to the archives?” he said aloud. “Or, do I release it into deep space, and let it decide where it wants to go?”  he finished. 
        The prospect of returning to Cybertron was an interesting one, as he hadn’t been back to his homeworld in some time, instead exploring deep space on his own. As Mirage continue his walk through the valley, he began to think about Cybertron more and more. 
       “It seems like the only logical thing to do.” he remarked about the idea. Mirage turned and headed up the valley, down a path that cut into the cliffs and brought him at the top of them. Now out of the valley, he headed off across the dirt plains towards a small crater where his small ship sat, exactly where he had left it. There was no doubt in his mind now, he had to return to his homeworld and deliver the Matrix.
        Boarding his ship via the gangway ramp, Mirage entered the tight cockpit, and took the controls, igniting the engines and beginning his ascent. The planet’s atmosphere was minimal, making the ascent to space easy and costing little fuel. It wasn’t long before his course was set, and he was on his way to Cybertron, the homeworld he had almost forgotten about.

        Mirage checked the controls again, making sure the ship’s speed stayed constant amongst the vastness of space. He was about to set the autopilot and try to relax a little when the ship’s long-range scanners beeped, picking up something ahead. He scanned ahead, trying to figure out what it was that lay in wait ahead. Mirage slowed the ship down as it approached a small system, where the signal emanated from. As he got closer to it, he was able to scan it and see
that it was a derelict vessel of some sort, which looked heavily damaged. Within a few cycles, he had brought his ship to a full stop, and saw through his forward viewport the ravaged state of the derelict.
         “Pretty big ship, but heavily damaged as well.” he remarked, in awe of the ship’s damage. There were numerous hull breaches, battle damage, and one of the ship’s three main engines had been torn away completely. He did a quick scan of the ship to find that it’s main control centre was still partially intact. 
        “Time to see what’s over there.” he mumbled, setting his own ship’s controls before leaving the cockpit. Mirage slid open the boarding ramp door, and headed out of his ship, using a rocketpack to jet himself to the derelict. He didn’t need to look for a hatch, as he was able to enter through one of the many hull breaches along the ship’s starboard side.
          Switching off the rocketpack as he went inside, the deck plating creaked as he began to walk down a corridor that lay in complete shambles. Mirage carefully made his way down the dark passageway, not wanting to cause any further damage that could potentially place himself in harm’s way. The further he went, the more carnage he saw. Passing another gaping hole in the ship’s superstructure, he also passed a fallen transformer that he did not recognize, slumped against the corridor’s wall with massive damage to it’s lower body, and missing an arm. Not wanting to waste too much time, he continued on, heading in the general direction of the main control area, hoping to get there and activate the ship’s computer for some answers.
           It took a little while longer than he had hoped, as the forward two decks were mashed together near the front section, with the command deck partially sunk into the upper collapsed deck. The corridor ended abruptly at a ladder that led upwards, and he climbed it, hoping to find what he was looking for. Mirage emerged into the rear of the command deck, where he was met by two more bodies of transformers that had been damaged beyond repair and ceased to function. Walking past them carefully, he made sure not to bang into  the support                  
crossbeams, as the command deck could collapse at any moment if he did. The              commander’s seat was now in front of him, and he wasn’t prepared with what sat in it as he stepped over some wreckage to face it.
         Optimus Prime’s lifeless body, missing it’s head and a leg, with massive damage to it’s torso lay stolid in the seat with both hands still gripping the arm rests to the very end. Mirage lay speechless at the sight of his former leader, who died defending Autobot City from Decepticon forces during the Cybertronian War centuries ago. “How did he end up here?” he asked out
loud, not expecting an answer. He then wandered over to the lone undamaged computer terminal, and played with the controls, trying to get the mainframe working again, hoping for some answers.
          The computer was still online, operating on minimum power, as the screen blinked to life, a bit crackly but functional nonetheless. Mirage pored over the data that began to come up on the screen, but as he read more, he understood less. The records he viewed spoke of the neverending battle between Autobots and Decepticons that forced the total destruction of his
homeworld of Cybertron, with the battle continuing elsewhere. 
         “Cybertron? Destroyed?” he mumbled confusedly. He would have screamed just then if
he didn’t notice the date this entry was written.
          Mirage stood motionless and stared at the date on the upper left of the entry. The year was 6505, over three millennia from present. Mirage brought up some more entries, some added by Prime. One of them had a visual segment, so he activated the file and began the playback, Prime’s voice haunting. 
        “Autobot City has fallen to Megatron and his Decepticons, as me and my forces were ambushed on the Moon bases before we could leave for Earth.” he continued. Mirage paused it
for a second to think. 
        “I don’t remember any ambush...” he said, trailing off while in that train of thought.
         Resuming the playback, it got more confusing as it went on. 
        “To make matters worse, something of immense power and size has completely
destroyed the planet Junkion and most of it’s inhabitants, and....” the recording crackled out into static, the file damaged and truncated. Mirage managed to catch the date stamp before it cut out. The year the entry was made was 2005. 
        “Junkion still exists, and Autobot City never fell to Megatron.” he said aloud. But then,
as he turned around and scanned the bridge, it hit him. There was only one explanation that made sense about all of this. 
        “This ship and the transformers on it must be from a parallel universe!” he exclaimed loudly, forgetting he was the only one around. 
        “They must have made a jump from some kind of...” he was cut off by the computer’s actual voice. “Jump sequence activated.” it said in a bland unwavering fashion. 
        “Jump sequence? Uh oh.” he trailed off, looking around to see a few functioning klaxon lights flashing orange. “Time to leave.” he said, before heading back to the ladder. Remembering he still had the Matrix he found slung over his shoulder, Mirage hurriedly walked to alternate Optimus’ body and gently placed the empty Matrix inside the exposed chest cavity before turning and heading to the ladder. Exiting back into the corridor quickly, he found a big gaping hole in the ship’s hull and jumped out into space, activating the rocketpack and jetting back to his shuttle. He hurried aboard and rushed into the cockpit, not wanting to miss whatever was about to happen. 
        Without warning, what could only be described as a vortex similar to that of the swirling purple energy of the Space Bridge opened in front of the ship, large enough to swallow it. The vortex pulled the ravaged ship into it’s swirling mass, before shrinking and finally vanishing as
quickly as it had opened, leaving nothing behind.
        Mirage checked his controls and scanned the area, but didn’t find any residuals from the vortex. His sensors had recorded the whole event, so at least he had a record of what transpired. Unsure of how to proceed, he just sat there for a while to ponder his next course of action. With placing the alternate Matrix on board the derelict, there was no further reason for him to head back to Cybertron, even if he did miss a little. He did however want to discuss what had happened, and knew of one fellow Autobot he could trust with such information.
Mirage set a course for Earth, wanting to head to Cybertron City to speak with his old comrade, Ratchet.


Cybertron - Alternate Universe

        “We nearly destroyed that garbage scow before it fell into some kind of rift. It couldn’t have survived!” said the impatient Decepticon Blitzwing, wanting acknowledgment for what he perceived as a job well done. Being a triple-changer, he was more impatient and trigger happy than the rest of his kind, having become known as more dangerous than most Decepticons. A laser blast suddenly hit him in the chest plate, knocking him backwards through a wall and
onto his back, silencing him and the rest of the Decepticons that had assembled in the remains of the Great Hall on Cybertron.
         A tall seeker, Thundercracker, rose from a throne, his cape swishing back and forth as he walked towards his troops. Upon reaching Blitzwing, he leveled his arm-mounted plasma cannon at the triple-changer’s head before he spoke. 
        “Perhaps you should make sure of it.” he suggested, throwing his cape behind him to reveal old battle damage, and a glowing power source embedded in his upper torso. Blitzwing didn’t take long to reply. 
        “Uh, right away Lord Thundercracker. Sir!” he exclaimed.
         Thundercracker lowered his weapon and turned, heading back towards his throne. Once there, he did not sit, but turned to face his troops again. 
        “This war has continued for too long. We crush the enemy NOW!” he yelled before finishing, some of the troops already nodding approval. “THE GALAXY WILL BE OURS....FOREVER!!!” he shouted, with cries of “Yeah!” and “Here, here!” heard throughout his troops. As he watched his troops begin to file out of the great hall following the speech, he knew he had to find out what really happened to Optimus’ ship, and where it had really gone. He knew it wasn’t destroyed, and wanted answers and wanted them now.



                                                       
                                                                   THE END
                                     

